tion of the colonial edifice. May 8, 1945 Critics were later to dub these writers and several others «the generation of '52.» These writers were also sometimes referred to as the «generation of '54» in recognition of the beginning of the armed phase of the war of independence against the French on November 1, 1954. The major literary event during the war years was the publication, in 1956, of Kateb Yacine's Nedjma, considered by many to be the «great Algerian novel.»
In 1962, the Evian negotiations led to a cease-fire in March and independence in July. There followed several months of infighting from which Ben Bella emerged as the leader, with, to be sure, the indulgence of army strongman Colonel Houari Boumediene. In 1965, Boumediene deposed Ben Bella and ruled Algeria with a firm hand until his untimely death in 1978. His successor, Chad li Benjedid, has been attempting to consolidate Algeria's strengths while exploring the relative benefits of greater internal and external detente.
During the postwar puritan years of Boumediene's leadership, several literary events occurred which are pertinent to this study. In 1968, we find the first signs of dissent among the younger writers (Youcef Sebti, Rachid Bey, etc) who published a mimeographed manifesto entitled Mutilation. Rachid Boudjedra's controversial novel, La Repudiation, appeared in 1969. During the same year, Jean Senac, a poet and mentor of young poets who was murdered under obscure circumstances in 1973, presented a lecture and recital of work by Sebti, Bey, and other young rebels. 1969 also saw the launching of Promesses, the literary organ of the Algerian Ministry of Culture.
The modern literary period from the publication of Feraoun's Le Fils du pauvre in 1950 to the present day may, with what little hindsight we can achieve, be divided into two periods: 1950 Today the most inconsequential pedant fresh out of school forces words to couple in unnatural ways. And the words, all connections broken, without make-up or clothing, like whores on market day, run about as though crazed, unpredictable, and ineffectual. AXAYOTL When the hard chain of logic no longer holds them together and when they come out of the mouth by the capricious grace of a woman-inspiration or an infantile automatism, the released words swarm like microbes and, like microbes, they undermine the firmest tissue.
THE IDEOLOGIST
When from the hook of words there is no longer suspended the sure thread of their association with things, the same vertigo ends up sucking both things and words into the abyss...5
There is, in addition, a key passage in which Montezuma and the Aztecs are made to repeat humiliating remarks, acknowledging themselves to be abject and dirty. This is a variation on the theme of self-hatred inherent in colonialism and the psychology of the colonized person.
The need to return to one's roots and thus negate the «alterite,» or otherness, of the colonial experience is inextricably woven into the very fabric of the life and literature of Algeria. The conquest of the Other, which has assumed such perverse forms in literature as the need for domination of European women (French Among the many resolutions, that of the men of letters, the writers, and the poets, is of particular interest to us: it calls for freedom of expression.
In a revolutionary country like ours, such demands are surprising and disconcerting, even scandalous, to the most casual observer.
As for those who remain silent out of sterility, who rebel through alienation or opportunism, who repudiate through despair, who shout exaggeratedly through mimicry, who demand freedom of expression through deviation; well, their withdrawal from the scene will scarcely hinder the ineluctable stride of the Algerian toward his fulfillment nor the inexorable course of history.
Mostefa Lacheraf challenged this very attitude in a statement sent to the colloquium on Maghreb literature held at Hammamet, Tunisia, in December, 1968: Now, the exploitation of this vein, well after the end of the war of independence, perpetuates an anachronistic nationalism and turns people away from the new realities and from the struggle necessary if we are to transform society on a sound basis, free of inhibiting myths and epic chants of minimal potential. The pseudo-patriotic exploitation of this vein constitutes a deliberate or near-deliberate diversion of the intellectuals and the workers by the new merchant and ex-ploitive bourgeoisie towards an inoperative self-gratification, towards a fervent cult of the recent past in which this bourgeoisie, still latent until a very short while ago, took no part and which they now would have the masses cling to like opium.'
The group of young poets surrounding Jean Senac patently rejected the official line and opted for a totally free, even shocking expression. The poetic analogue of Boudjedra's La Repudiation is the poetry of Youcef Sebti, Rachid Bey, Djamal Imazitan, Boualem Abdoun, and one or two other peots launched by Senac.'
Powerful, indeed, are the two poems by Sebti which form an incandescent diptych: «La Soleil» and «Le Lune,» in which the reversed gender of these words acts much as the kernel of the opposite element in the center of each half of the yin-yang symbol of Tao:
And beautiful and compelling, indeed, are several of the poems by Rachid Bey. Typical in its blend of searing images and lyrical cadences is Bey's «Destin» which contains one of the most haunting images in the anthology: rift some might not have foreseen. About half of the recognized Algerian writers using French are Kabyles. Now, the breaking asunder of the matrix of the French colonial collectivity and the seeking out of new and fresh self-definitions had the effect of widening the old schism between the Berber and the Arab-Muslim factions. This has been a significant literary aftershock of the Revolution and concomitant decolonization.
Nabile Fares recorded immediate traumatic material in Yahia, pas de chance with the recollection of the assassination of the two men in the taxi, but he has also reflected on the question of cultural roots and has suggested that decolonization has only been partially achieved. The Arab-Muslim colonial wave which preceded the French one has not been neutralized as had the Punic, Roman and Turkish ones before it, and the French one in the recent instance. In summary, the Revolution continues to be a major shaping force-through both affirmative and negative reaction-in the Algerian literary experience, on the one hand by virtue of having liberated the writers' psyches and, on the other, by lingering on as a national legend whose description is a sure-fire success in the editorial offices of the official press. On the one hand, the liberation of those psyches brought on tensions and confrontations which may be considered «counter-revolutionary» but conducive to good writing; while on the other hand, the approved idiom is monolithic and harmonious in nature but has yielded little other than cliches. Looking to the future, it seems to me that the next decade must see a more accommodating attitude on the part of the Algerian press and distribution system if this corpus of literature is to remain a vital entity on the international literary scene. Otherwise, the best talents-eager to keep abreast of literary goings-on in other parts of the world-will stay abroad and drift farther and farther from their origins until we will have either French writers of Algerian origin assimilated into the French literary mode or, possibly, a curious little group of emigres struggling with all their might to hold on to an identity which, in another twenty or thirty years, the majority of Algerians continuing to reside at home will no longer recognize as consistent with their own.
